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Village Consultative Body (BHP) is one of the elements of village governance. As a vehicle of democracy at the village level, BHP has a legislative function to set the village Regulation. BHP role in determining of the village regulations are digging, accommodating, gather, formulate and convey the aspirations of society; discuss and formulate the village regulation designing with the leader of village; to establish the village regulation with the leader of village. The process of establishing the village regulation, BHP is required to play an active role at every step from the formulation until the establishment of village regulations.

The purpose of this research is to know how the role of consultative board village (BHP) gadingrejo in the determination of east village regulations on budget village (APBPeKon) 2014. According to Budi Winarno that this research uses the theory of making public policy and the theory of social interaction states by Muhlis Madani. Type of the research that is used is descriptive with a qualitative approach, it means that the research with the managing data and the facts to be further researchers analysis that is concerned with the role of BHP in
determination of village regulations on budget village (APB Pekon) 2014. The data collecting technique uses an interview in depth and study documentation.

The result of this research indicates that the BHP in the east gadingrejo cannot exercise the role in accordance with the duties and their function in the process of setting village regulation on budget village (APB Pekon) 2014. The process of setting village regulation in terms of 4 (four) steps, they are the identification of problem, agenda setting, legitimacy and determination of policy. The identification of problem is not done by BHP, and than agenda setting, legitimacy and determination of policy is dominated by the leader of village without involving BHP. BHP has not role that is caused by the relationship of kontravensi between domination of BHP that is done by the leader of village.
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